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institutions. Currently, I teach multiple sections 

of music fundamentals entirely online and the two 

semester introduction to electronic music sequence. 

Teaching is a passion of mine whether it is individual 

instruction or as a conductor or in the classroom.

BP: Where/how did you get your background in 

electronic music?

MN: My electronic music background is rather 

eclectic like that of many who are interested in 

this branch of music. I started as an undergraduate 

in an experimental course using an ARP 2600 

analog synthesizer, two reel to reel tape recorders, 

and a few early LP recordings of people like Walter 

(Wendy) Carlos, Morton Subotnik, and Isao Tomita. I learned 

tape manipulation, recording to single channels and using different 

wave forms and was hooked. I was able to do some experimentation 

with an early Mac synthesizer lab at the University of Vermont and 

was able to teach orchestration for 3ve years at Millikin University 

in the early 1990s using an early music writing program I can’t 

even remember now. I got into Finale around 1998 when DOS and 

Windows were starting to come together. At Pima Community 

College I built the 24 station electronic music lab with a $50,000 

grant in 2001 and started teaching courses in electronic music 

in 2002. I use commercial software packages like FL Studio and 

Reason in my lab, unlike many labs with graduate students that 

excel at building new wav forms. But at our community college 

this entry level set of courses has been very popular, especially with 

non-music majors who have the composition passion but need to 

use a sequencing program since they don’t actually read music.

BP: It sounds like you’ve had an exceptionally varied musical 

career. Where do you see yourself going from here? Any new 

interests to pursue?

MN: Early in my career I decided to learn more about adminis-

tration. During my tenure at the University of Vermont, I earned 

a second masters in education administration. I decided not to 

attend graduation when they could not 3gure out how put my 

masters hood on top of my doctorate hood! For the last 20 years I 

have been a department chair at three different institutions which 

has prepared me for being a dean. I think that may turn out to be a 

satisfying conclusion to my teaching career should that opportunity 

present itself. In the meantime, I have been getting some 

experience playing bass trombone in a local repertory orchestra and 

experimenting with optimizing methods and materials for teaching 

music online. 

BP: What changes have you observed in your column and the 

TUBA/ITEA Journal during your tenure as an associate editor?

MN: During my 30 year tenure as an associate editor of General 

News and New Materials, I have been blessed to see 3rst-hand 

the many positive changes with our journal. We began quite  

humbly with a hand-typed bulletin on standard sized paper back 

in 1973 when R. Winston Morris became the 3rst general (and 

only) editor. The 3rst two years of the New Materials column 

were merely listings of new works. The membership was so small 

then that the entire membership was printed in the journal every 

year. The 3rst actual review of music was not done until 1975. For 

several years after that we averaged just a few reviews per journal 

and only had three journals printed per year. Through the years 

and various general editors I have worked with, the journal went 

from a newsletter format to a modest “octavo” sized publication to 

stapled full-sized sheets to our current perfect bound journals. The 

New Materials column has grown to the point where we now have 

scores of reviews for each issue. We have had many columns come 

and go including moving the reviews of the New Materials to the 

website several years ago but maintaining the bibliography of the 

reviewed material in the print journal. Charles McAdams and I 

wrote the 3rst article in the then TUBA Journal about using the 

world wide web and started the 3rst online presence for the journal 

around 1993 following up on our involvement with the original 

Tuba Source Book publication as one of the very 3rst books to be 

written “online.” Scrolling forward to this year, it is absolutely 

stunning to see how far we have come in our online presence and 

in the professionalism of our print journal which now includes a 

peer review option. I am very proud to have been associated with 

ITEA all these years as one of your associate editors and as an 

Association member. 
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